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るΒよゲわャや りケやコヱ 

るΑゴΒヤイルΙや るピヤャ ュゅバャや ヶレヘャや ヮΒィヲわャや 

Ιやラゅエわョ ブダヤャ ヶらΑゲイわャや ゲゼハ ヶルゅんャや– ヶよキΕや ヱ ヶヨヤバャや - るΑゅヰル  るΒシやケギャや りゲわヘャやヴャヱΕや 2018  /2019 
 メゅイヨャや:ヶシやケギャや ) るΑゴΒヤイルΗや( ヴャヱΕや るΒらレィΕや るピヤャや   :  リョゴャや ゐΚをゅハゅシれ 

 れやキゲヘヨャや(–  ギハやヲボャや–  るΑヲピヤャや ブもゅドヲャや–  ケゲボヨャや ゆゅわムャや– ゲΒらバわャやヶよゅわムャや –  ¬ヱゲボヨャや ゆゅバΒわシΙや– ゾΒガヤわャや– )るヨィゲわャや 
================================================================================================================ 

0Marks)56Total ( 
Marks)Vocabulary (100I.  

A) From  a, b, c and d choose the most suitable word that best completes each of the 
following sentences: (5 x 10 = 50 Marks)  

01. My uncle lives in India; he always tells us some …………tales about his life there. 

a. aggressive                    b. fascinating              c. perturbed                         d. incapable 

02.  The manager of this company always takes important decisions after …………with his 
staff. 

a. discrimination              b. resort                        c. proportion                     d. consultation  

03. Doctors tried to save the patient's life but, …......nothing could be done about his illness. 

a. unfortunately              b. compassionately       c. vociferously                  d. `prohibitively 

04. Rich countries should find other ways to ………....food to the starving people in Africa. 

a. govern                          b. donate                     c. avert                              d. compost 

05. For how long do we have to …………….that violence on TV? 

a. trespass on                     b. run out of                 c. put up with                  d. wash away 

B)Fill in the spaces with the most suitable words from the list below :(5 x 10 =50 Marks) 
 

( precipitated  /  commercially  / invisible  / regardless / meticulous  / afforded   ) 

06. Any product couldn't be ………………successful unless it has a good market research. 

07. The death of the president of that small country ………………….a  political problem to 
the whole region. 

08. The match was very tiring, but our national football team managed to win it………….. 

09. This small type of  aircraft is mainly designed to be ……………………to radar. 

10. My teacher advised me to be more ……………….about my work to get good marks. 
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=============================================================================================================== 

II-Grammar(60 marks) 
 A)From a, b, c and d choose the correct  answer  that best completes each of the following 
sentences: (4 x 10 =40 Marks) 
11- This eatery has an atmospheric setting, ……...............… many people prefer eating there. 

          d-with the result that              a- lead to                 b- in order to            c- the cause of 

12- It……..................be my bag. This is black, but mine is silver. 

                     d- must          c- might        b- can't a- may have been 

13- The mountain, ........................we climbed yesterday, was the highest mountain in Britain! 

enwh-d                       which -c                 where-b             whose -a    

14- If there had been a club in my neighbourhood, I ………………it immediately. 

d- join                       c- will join   a- would have joined         a- would join 

 

B)Do as shown between brackets :( 4x5= 20 Marks ) 

16. A Muslim family should bring up children according to the Islamic teachings.  
                                                                                                              (Change into Passive) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
  

17. The old system was complicated. The new system is very simple. (Join using: whereas) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
18. They have been working on their project for a week.     (Ask a question) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
19. He had sent us the warning message then we left the area quickly. (Use: After) 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
 

III- Language Functions (40 Marks) 

Write what you would say in the following situations: (4 x 10=40Marks)  
20 - You are asked about the best way to settle disputes among teenagers. 
……………………………………………………………………………………… 
21- Some of your classmates are against the idea of taking part in cleaning up the school. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
23- You are complaining about people not respecting the eldest. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
24- Your brother insists on driving without wearing the seatbelt. 
…………………………………………………………………………………………… 
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================================================================ 
IV- Set- Book Questions (40 Marks) 

 

Answer ONLY FOUR of the following questions: (4X10=40Marks) 

25- What do you think the merit of identifying universal human values? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

26- Why is recycling becoming such an important issue for people today? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

27- Do you think people should solve minor issues in court? Why or why not? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

28- Should we care about the protection of rare animals ? Why or why not? 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

29- Desertification has affected the food supplies badly in some countries. Discuss. 

………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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Marks)  021Writing ( -V 

 

Write on the following topic:(Argumentative) 
 

     Online shopping appeals to some of people of different ages while others prefer to keep 

away from it.  In 14 sentences (160) words, Plan and write an essay about both viewpoints 

and state your own. 

Remember that your topic should include an introduction, 2 body paragraphs &a conclusion. 

 

Outline (20 Marks) 

   Introduction: ……………………………………………………………………. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
          Body 

 

          Paragraph (1)……………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

         Paragraph (2)……………………………………………………………………… 
…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

          Conclusion: 
…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
…………………………………………………………………………………….. 
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Topic (100 Marks) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

R
ub

ri
cs

 

Outline Exposition of 
ideas and 
coherence 

Paragraphing 
and number of 

sentences 

spelling Grammar Handwriting, 
spacing and 
punctuation 

Total 

20 60 10 10 10 10 120 

       

 5 marks to be deducted from the total mark for changing the format. 
 Off point topics / outlines receive ZERO. 
 5 marks to be deducted from the outline if the ideas are not used in the topic. 
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================================================================ 
VI- Reading Comprehension: (110 Marks) 

Read the following passage carefully, then answer the questions below: 
 

        Moving to a foreign country is a scary idea for some people. This is especially true if they 
must leave their possessions, friends, and even families behind. Nonetheless, millions of people 
do this every year. Moreover, many are breaking laws in order to migrate. 

 The World Migration Report, published by the International Organization for Migration 
(IOM), says as many as 3 million unauthorized migrants were living in Europe in 1998. This is 
a large increase from 1991, when there were less than 2 million. The steady decrease in legal 
immigration is one reason for the increase in illegal movement. However, the demand for 
foreign labour has not decreased in many areas. The foreigners who want those jobs must 
immigrate illegally to work. 

 One way to prevent immigration is to create more jobs in the immigrants' home 
countries. If they can find good jobs at home, they will have no reason to immigrate. A truly 
global economy would mean that each country has enough jobs. Second people need to be 
warned against illegal immigration before they leave their home countries. If more people are 
educated about the risks, maybe fewer will break the law. 

 Measures to penalize illegal immigration are also important. The immigrants, though, are 
not only ones who need to be punished. Smugglers are people who transport immigrants into a 
country illegally. The immigrants must pay the smugglers a high fee, so smuggling immigrants 
is a very profitable business. Punishment needs to focus on the smugglers. Moreover, countries 
need to make laws together so there is a clear message to smugglers and immigrants. Finally, 
the laws need to be enforced. The last part of the solution needs to provide ways to return 
immigrants to their home countries. It is best if immigrants leave by choice. The foreign 
government might even provide assistance to help them return home. To fulfill this solution, 
governments should establish phone numbers where immigrants can call for help in returning to 
their countries. Additionally, governments need to consider each case. Sometimes, it might be 
better to let some people remain in the new country. For example, some immigrants cannot 
return home for political reasons. 

 Illegal immigration will continue to be a problem until economic prosperity and equality 
reaches every country. Until that day comes, countries must start to cooperate to establish a 
global solution including prevention, punishment, and the return of immigrants to their home 
countries.   
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=================================================================== 
s)arkM 0= 510choose the correct answer: (5xFrom a, b, c and d, )A 

30.The best title for this passage would be: 
a. Laws to Prevent Crimes 
b. Poor and Rich Countries 
c. Illegal Immigration 
d. The Work of the "IOM" 
 
31.The underlined word "they” in the 3rd paragraph refers to: 
a. jobs  
b. friends  
c. countries 
d. immigrants 
 
 

32. The underlined word "demand" in the 2nd  paragraph is closest in meaning to: 
a. money paid for a service 
b. need for 
c. a way to fix a problem 
d. a thing owned 
 
 

 

33.All the following sentences are TRUE except : 
a. Millions of people migrate illegally every year. 
b. One million unauthorized migrants were living in Europe in 1998. 
c. People should be educated about the risks of illegal immigration. 
d. Countries should cooperate to find solution to the problem of migration. 
 
 

34. What measures should be taken to penalize illegal immigration ? 
a. Countries should punish the immigrants only. 
b. Countries should punish the smugglers only. 
c. Countries should provide ways to return immigrants to their countries. 
d. All of the above. 
 

B) With reference to the passage, answer the following questions: (4x15=60 Marks) 
35- How can creating more jobs help solve the problem of illegal immigration? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
36- Why should people be warned against the risks of illegal migration? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
37- The idea of moving to another country could be a scaring one for some people. Illustrate. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
38- In what way is smuggling immigrants a profitable job? 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
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Marks)60(Summary Making ( -VII  

required:then do as Read the following passage  
 Animals living in modern zoos enjoy several advantages over animals in the wild; 
however, they must suffer some disadvantages. One advantage of living in the zoo is that the 
animals are separated from their natural predators; they are protected and can therefore, live 
without risk of being attacked. Another advantage is that they are regularly fed a special, well-
balanced diet; thus, they do not have to hunt for food or suffer times when food is hard to find. 
On the other hand, zoo animals face several disadvantages. The most important disadvantage is 
that since they do not have to hunt for food or face their enemies, some animals became bored, 
discontented or even nervous. Another disadvantage is that zoo visitors can endanger their 
lives. Some animals can pick up airborne diseases from humans. 
In a paragraph of FOUR sentences ONLY, summarise and paraphrase the previous 
passage in answer to the following question: ( 4x15= 60 Marks) 
 

“What are the advantages and disadvantages of keeping animals in zoos?” 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

 

R
ub

ri
cs

 Content / relevance of 
ideas 

Paraphrasing Spelling and 
grammar 

Paragraph 
format 

Total 

30 20 5 5 40 

     

 Copying the whole paragraph receives ZERO. 
 Exceeding the required number of sentences (Minus 5 mark for one sentence- Minus 10 for two 

sentences and above) 
VIII. Translation ( 30 Marks ) 

s)Mark 30= 15Translate the following into good English: (2x 

¬ゅヨャや ゾボル るヤムゼョ モエャ りゲΒんミ やキヲヰィ ろΑヲムャや ろャグよ ギボャ :ギセやケ 

 ろΑヲムャゅよ ラΓや ギィヲゎ キヲヰイャや ログワ モツヘらプ ウΒエタ やグワ :ギヨェぺ.るΒヤエわャや れゅトエョ リョ ゲΒんムャや 

Rashid: ……………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

Ahmed: ..…………………………………………………………………………………. 
 

るヤゃシΕや ろヰわルや 
ゥゅイレャゅよ ユムャ ゅレゎゅΒレヨゎ ノョ 


